
The Attention Grabber



Imagery

• Begin with strong imagery that paints a picture in the 

reader’s mind

• It is a dark, coyote-howling night.  The wind screeches as 

tree branches dance in the gusts and snow falls swiftly 

to the ground.  Among the darkness, a single light 

pierces the deathly chill-the single light of an isolated, 

mansion.  The owner of the mansion sneaks quietly  to 

her underground dungeon, only to hear the imprisoned 

screams of a man trapped behind the walls.  This is the 

stuff of the Gothic genre. 



Background information

• Begin with RELEVANT background on an author’s life, a literary 

movement, time period, or historical event that relates to the essay.

• Gothic literature is commonly associated with horror and romance, 

but there is much more to the genre than just dark love stories.  

The word “gothic” was first associated with the architecture of the 

Middle Ages.  Stemming from the name given to a barbaric tribe, the 

“Goths,” the gothic architecture of the Middle Ages seemed 

frightening and brutal to the viewer.  This barbaric architecture 

later inspired writers to craft barbaric stories full of mystery, the 

supernatural, and evil.  Horace Walpole is given credit for writing 

the first Gothic novel, The Castle of Otranto, in 1764.



Flashing Images

•Begin with a series of single words 

related to the essay for impact.

•Monster-fighter.  Treasure-winner. 

Boast-maker.  The epic hero Beowulf 

epitomizes the glory of the Anglo-Saxon 

people.



Contrast

•Begin with a contrasting image that 

relates to the claim of the thesis 

statement.

•Their World State Motto is “Community, 

Identity, Stability.”  However, Brave New 

Word shows that the World State only 

creates isolation, opposition, and chaos.



Parallel Structure

•Use this rhetorical device, a repeated 

grammatical pattern (usually in three’s), 

to pull the reader into the essay.

•Brutus murders his leader for love of 

country, for love of self, and for the love 

of power.  This is the essential crisis of 

William Shakespeare’s play Julius 

Caesar.



Ambiguity

• Use purposeful ambiguity to get the reader asking Who? 

What? When? Where? Why?

• He had always been there for his son-even when his 

son’s outburst made other people nervous and afraid.  

He had always been the one his sone could trust to 

protect him against the scary world.  When he murdered 

the neighbor’s dog with a pitchfork, everything changed, 

and Christopher Boone could no longer trust his father.



Simile or Metaphor

• Begin with a simile (comparison using “like” or “as”) or 

a metaphor (direct comparison) to make a concept 

clearer for the reader.

• Like a power-hungry traitor, Macbeth murders his king 

and sparks his own downfall and destruction.

• Macbeth is a power-hungry traitor who murders his 

king and sparks his own downfall and destruction.



Startling Statement

•Use a startling statement that relates to 

the story to dramatize the introduction

•A bleeding poodle, stabbed to death with 

a pitchfork, stuck into the ground in the 

neighbor’s yard-a sight that changes 15 

year-old Christopher Boone forever.


